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Abstract

In the paper we present a formal model of real-time
database (RTDB) systems using Duration Calculus (DC).
First, we give a formal specification of the correctness for
the executions of transaction systems and the Two Phase
Locking Concurrency Control Protocol (2PL-CCP). We
also give a formal proof for the correctness of the 2PL-CCP
using the DC proof system. Then, we present a formal de-
scription of the real-time database model by extending the
model for untimed databases with state variables express-
ing temporal objects and with DC formulas to express their
behaviour. A formal description of correctness of the paral-
lel executions of transaction systems in RTDBs is then given
as the combination of the correctness for the untimed case
and the time constraints for the transactions and their read
data.

1 Introduction

As computers have become faster and more powerful,
and as their use has become more widespread, we have to
handle large database systems (DBSs) in which time is crit-
ical. In this kind of databases the transactions not only have
to meet their deadline, but also have to use the data that are
valid during their execution. This caused the appearance of
Real-Time Database Systems (RTDBSs) [1, 8] in which we
have to deal with some real-time requirements in addition
to the traditional ones. Therefore, the design of real-time
databases, in particularly the concurrency control protocols
in the systems, is rather complicated, and hence the use of
formal methods in the design of real-time databases should
be strongly recommended to reduce number of faults and to
increase the reliability. To our knowledge, formal methods
are widely used in other areas but it is still not the case in
the area of Real-Time Database Systems.

Our purpose in this paper is to formalise some aspects
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of RTDBs, in particular the Concurrency Control, using a
real-time logic. This will allow us to verify the correctness
of concurrency control protocols [9, 10] formally using the
proof system of the logic. Because Duration Calculus (DC),
introduced by Zhou, Hoare and Ravn [2] in 1991, is a simple
and powerful logic for reasoning about real-time systems,
and because DC has been used successfully in many case
studies, for example [4], we will take it to be the formalism
for our specification in this paper.

Our approach is summarised as follows. At first we use
boolean functions of time, which are called state variables
in DC, to model the timed behaviour of data items and op-
erations of transactions. A specification of the transaction
and data management systems is then written as DC formu-
las on these state variables. As a result, the correctness for
the concurrency control in untimed databases is expressed
precisely as a DC formula. To show the advantage of our
model, we give a formal specification of the well-known
Two Phase Locking Concurrency Control Protocol [9, 10]
(2PL-CCP) in DC and a formal proof of its correctness us-
ing the DC proof system. Then, we extend the model to han-
dle the time issues by adding some state variables and DC
formulas to express the temporal validity of the data and the
real-time requirements for the transactions. A formal de-
scription of correctness criterion of the parallel executions
of transaction systems in RTDBs is then just the conjunc-
tion of the correctness criterion for the untimed case and
the time constraints for the transactions and their read data.

The paper is organised as follows. In the next section, we
give an informal abstract description of DBs and RTDBs.
A brief summary of DC is given in Section 3. Section 4
presents our formal model for RTDBs and the concurrency
control problem. The last section is the conclusion of the
paper.

2 Preliminaries

We briefly recall in this section the main concepts of
DBS, RTDBS and the concurrency control problems, which
will justify our formal model given in later sections. We
start with the concept of DBS, and then describe features of



RTDBS and the main difference between conventional DBS
and RTDBS [10, 1].

A database is an entity that integrates and stores related
data in an organised manner. Actually, the data stored in the
DB represent the state of DB at a single moment of time.
Because the contents of the DB change when information is
added and out-of-date data is deleted from the DB, we can
consider the DB as set of variables which are changing in
time.

The access of users to the DB is by executing a trans-
action which is a logical sequence of read and write oper-
ations. A transaction that updates the data objects of the
DB must preserve the integrity constraints of the DB (these
integrity constraints are often expressed as logical formu-
las on the data objects (variables)). Note that a transaction
may violate some integrity constraints during its execution.
However, once it terminates, it must restore the DB to a
consistent state.

Traditionally, transactions are expected to satisfy the ex-
ecution atomicity meaning that the execution of any trans-
action is free from interference with the others.

A protocol that ensures the execution atomicity is called
concurrency controlprotocol (CCP). A CCP is considered
to be correct iff any execution of the transactions controlled
by it satisfies the correctness criterion. From the consis-
tency of the transactions it is obvious that a serial execution
of transactions will take the DB from a consistent state to
a consistent one, and hence it is correct. The standard no-
tion of correctness for the (concurrent) executions of trans-
actions in DBS is theserializability (see, e.g., [10]) which
requires the effects of transactions must be same as that pro-
duced by executing the set of transactions in some serial
order.

In most CCPs, the serializability is based on the notion
of conflicting operations and is calledconflict serializabil-
ity. Two operations are said to be in conflict iff they are on
the same data item (variable), and at least one of them is a
write. Then, a concurrent execution of transactions is serial-
izable iff there is a total order on the set of transactions such
that if a transactionT is before a transactionT ′ according
to this order, then any operationO of T should be before
those operationsO′ of T ′ that are in conflict withO ac-
cording to the concurrent execution. There are several other
definitions of the serializability, e.g.view serializability,
order-preserving conflict serializability, one-version serial-
izability. There are also different CCPs for each known seri-
alizability. In this paper we consider only theconflict serial-
izability and the Two Phase Locking CCP (2PL-CCP) [10]
which are most commonly used in the DBSs.

According to 2PL-CCP, each data object has two kinds
of locks on it:readlocks andwrite locks. A transaction can
read (write) on a data objectx if only if it has a read lock
(a write lock) onx. Two locks are said to be in conflict iff

they are on the same data object and one of them is a write
lock. Transactions can only share the non-conflict locks.
In 2PL-CCP an execution of a transaction consists of two
phases. In the first phase (called obtaining phase) the locks
on the data objects needed by the transaction are acquired
and no lock is released, while in the second phase locks are
released and new locks cannot be acquired.

The executions of transactions according to 2PL-CCP
are serializable. However, to our knowledge, it seems that
no formal proof is given to this fact.

A Real-Time Database system (RTDBS) can be viewed
as an amalgamation of a conventional Database Manage-
ment System (DBMS) and a real-time system. In addition
to the need of serializability, the transactions are required to
operate in real-time, satisfying timing constraints imposed
on transaction commitments (deadlines) and on the tempo-
ral validity of data (validity intervals) [12, 11].

In such RTDBs the set of data objects consists of non-
temporal and temporal ones. A temporal data objects re-
flect the status of objects in the real world. Each value of a
temporal data object may become invalid with the passage
of time. Therefore, there are two different representations
of such data objects: anexternalrepresentation (in the real
world) and internal representation (in the DB). Both rep-
resentations are temporally related with each other which
are said to be temporal consistent. The temporal consis-
tency consists of two parts: absolute and relative. The ab-
solute temporal consistency represents the requirement of
data freshness. This means that the actual state of the ex-
ternal world (external representation) and the state repre-
sented by the contents of the database (internal represen-
tation) must be close enough to remain within the tolerance
limit of applications. The relative temporal consistency rep-
resents the required correlation among data that are used to-
gether. This means that data read by transactions must have
approximately the same age. A graphical representation of
absolute and relative temporal consistency of data is shown
in figure 1.

In RTDBS the transaction processing is complicated be-
cause it requires an integrated set of protocols that must
guarantee not only to maintain the consistency of the
database but also to operate under timing constraints. In
particular, RTDBSs require new CCPs which take into con-
sideration the deadlines and other timing constraints asso-
ciated with transactions, and also the fact that data read by
a transaction must be valid at the time the transaction reads
them and must stay valid until completion of the transaction.
These requirements make existing CCP for conventional
DB unacceptable for RTDBS. Most of CCPs for RTDBS
are extensions of protocols for conventional DB [5, 6, 7],
but no of them can guarantee the satisfaction of all timing
requirements.
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Figure 1. Absolute and relative temporal consistency of temporal data

3 A Brief Summary of Duration Calculus

In this section, we give a brief summary of Duration Cal-
culus (DC) which will be used as the formalism to specify
the models of DBS and RTDBS in this paper. For more
details, readers are referred to [2].

Timein DC is the setR+ of non-negative real numbers.
For t, t′ ∈ R+, t ≤ t′, [t, t′] denotes the time interval from
t to t′.

We assume a setE of boolean state variables.E includes
the Boolean constants 0 and 1 denotingfalseand true re-
spectively. State expressions, denoted byP, Q, P1, Q1, etc.,
are formed by the following rules:

1. Each state variableP ∈ E is a state expression.

2. If P andQ are state expressions, then so are¬P, (P ∧
Q), (P ∨Q), (P ⇒ Q), (P ⇔ Q).

A state variableP is interpreted as a functionI(P ) : R+ →
{0, 1} (a state).I(P )(t) = 1 means that stateP is present
at time instantt, andI(P )(t) = 0 means that stateP is
not present at time instantt. We assume that a state has fi-
nite variability in a finite time interval. A state expression
is interpreted as a function which is defined by the interpre-
tations for the state variables and Boolean operators.

For an arbitrary state expressionP , its duration is de-
noted by

∫
P . Given an interpretationI of state variables

and an interval, duration
∫

P is interpreted as the accu-
mulated length of time within the interval at whichP is
present. So for an arbitrary interval[t, t′], the interpretation

I(
∫

P )([t, t′]) is defined as
∫ t′

t
I(P )(t)dt. Therefore,

∫
1

always gives the length of the intervals and is denoted by`.
The set of primitive duration terms consists of variables

over the setR+ of non-negative real numbers and durations
of state variables.

A primitive duration formula is an expression formed
from terms by using the usual relational operations on the
reals, such as equality = and inequality<. A duration for-
mula is either a primitive formula or an expression formed

from formulas by using the logical operators¬, ∧, ∨, ⇒,
⇔, and the chop_ (see below) and quantifiers∀,∃ applied
to variables ranging overR+.

A duration formulaD is satisfied by an interpretationI
in an interval[t′, t′′] just when it evaluates to true for that
interpretation over that time interval. This is written as

I, [t′, t′′] |= D ,

whereI assigns every state variable a finitely variable func-
tion fromR+ to {0,1}.

Given an interpretationI, the chop-formulaD_
1 D2 is

true for [t′, t′′] if there exists at such thatt′ ≤ t ≤ t′′

andD1 andD2 are true for[t′, t] and[t, t′′] respectively.
We give now shorthands for some duration formulas

which are often used. For an arbitrary state variableP ,
ddP ee stands for(

∫
P = `) ∧ (` > 0). This means that

interval is a non-point interval andP holds almost every-
where in it. We usedd ee to denote the predicate which is true
only for point intervals and defineddP ee∗ =̂ dd ee ∨ ddP ee .
Modalities 3,2 are defined as:3D =̂ true_D_true ,
2D =̂ ¬3¬D. This means that3D is true for an inter-
val iff D holds for some subinterval of it, and2D is true
for an interval iffD holds for all subintervals of it.

DC with abstract duration domain is a complete calculus,
which has a powerful proof system. Here we give only some
rules and axioms that will be used later in this paper.

if A ⇒ B then(A_C ⇒ B_C)
if A ⇒ B then(C_A ⇒ C_B) (DC-1)

(A_B)_C ⇔ A_(B_C) (DC-2)

(A_dd ee) ⇔ (dd ee_A) ⇔ A (DC-3)

(A_false) ⇔ (false_A) ⇔ false (DC-4)

(A ∨B)_C ⇔ (A_C) ∨ (B_C)
C_(A ∨B) ⇔ (C_A) ∨ (C_B) (DC-5)

(A ∧B)_C ⇒ (A_C) ∧ (B_C)
C_(A ∧B) ⇒ (C_A) ∧ (C_B) (DC-6)
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2A ⇒ A (DC-7)

ddP ee_ddP ee ⇔ ddP ee (DC-8)

ddP ee ⇒ 2(ddP ee∗) (DC-9)

ddP ee ∧ ddQee ⇔ ddP ∧Qee (DC-10)

ddP ee_true ∧ true_dd¬P ee ⇒
ddP ee_true_dd¬P ee (DC-11)

ddP ee_true_dd¬P ee ⇒
ddP ee_dd¬P ee_true ∧ true_dd¬P ee_ddP ee (DC-12)

ddP ee_true ∧ true_dd¬P ee_A ⇒
ddP ee_true_dd¬P ee_A

(DC-13)

A_ddP ee_true ∧ true_dd¬P ee ⇒
A_ddP ee_true_dd¬P ee (DC-14)

ddP ee ∧ ddQ1ee_ddQ2ee ⇔
(ddP ee ∧ ddQ1ee)_(ddP ee ∧ ddQ2ee) (DC-15)

ddP ee_(dd¬P ee ∧A) ∧ ddP ee_(dd¬P ee ∧B)
⇒ ddP ee_(dd¬P ee ∧A ∧B) (DC-16)

¬ddP ee ⇔ dd ee ∨3dd¬P ee (DC-17)

2(A)_2(B) ⇒ 2(A ∨B ∨A_B) (DC-18)

4 A Formalisation of Real-Time Database
Systems in DC

We are now ready to give a formal model of RTDBS in
DC. We will first introduce DC state variables to model the
basic primitives of RTDBSs, and then write DC formulas
on the introduced state variables to specify various aspects
of the systems.

4.1 Basic Model

As said in Section 2, a database consists a setO of data
objects (denoted byx, y, z, etc.) and a setT = {Ti | i ≤ n}
of transactions. Each transactionTi arrives at the DB sys-
tem at timeλi which is unknown in advance. After arriving
a transaction performs someread operationson some data
objects, does some local computations and then performs
somewrite operationson some data objects. We assume
that the atomic commitment of transactions is ensured. This
means that if a transaction has been aborted then it’s results
will not appear in the database. The model of transactions
presented in this paper is a widely accepted one in the liter-
ature: each transaction can read and write to a data object
at most once during its execution, and reads are before any
write.

Now we introduce state variables to capture precisely the
behaviour of transactions and data objects, which will be
boolean functions ofTimewith truebeing denoted by1 and
falsebeing denoted by0.

Let x be a data object. For eachi ≤ n a state variable
wri(x) is introduced to express the behaviour ofx. wri(x)
holds at timet iff the value ofx at t is the one written by
transactionTi. By our convention, when a new value is
written on an objectx at a timet, the objectx should hold
this value fromt to t + δ for some positiveδ (this is rea-
sonable because it takes the data management system a fix
amount of time to process a write), and all the objects are
initialised by a virtual transactionT0.

wri ∈ O → Time→ {0, 1}
wri(x)(t) = 1 iff at time t objectx holds the value

written byTi

Since a transactionTi can read a data objectx at most
once, its view onx can be captured by a state variable
vwi(x). vwi(x) holds at timet iff Ti has performed a read
operation onx successfully beforet. At the beginning,Ti

has ‘no view’ onx. Therefore, a read onx is performed at
the time thatvwi(x) changes its value from0 to 1.

vwi ∈ O → Time→ {0, 1}
vwi(x)(t) = 1 iff Ti has performed a read operation

onx successfully beforet

A transaction can commit or abort. Therefore, for each
i ≤ n state variablescmi andabi are introduced to express
thatTi has committed or aborted at timet.

cmi, abi ∈ Time→ {0, 1}
cmi(t) = 1 iff Ti has committed successfully beforet

abi(t) = 1 iff Ti has aborted beforet

Since we want to specify the execution of the trans-
actions from the beginning to the time that the transac-
tions either commit or abort, we use a state expression
flag =̂

∧
i≤n cmi ∨ abi to express the end of this time inter-

val. The state variableflag is true at timet iff for any i ≤ n
transactionTi has either committed or aborted at or before
t. Thus intervals that express the whole execution of the
transaction system should satisfy the following DC formula
E :

E =̂
( ∧

x∈Oddwr0(x)ee ∧∧
i≤n,x∈Odd¬vwi(x)ee

)
_true_ddflagee

For an interval that satisfiesE , at the beginning of the
interval, all transactions have neither read anything from nor
written anything into the database, and at the end of the
interval, all transactions have either committed or aborted.

Fig. 2 represents the state variables introduced so far
graphically.
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Figure 2. Graphical representation of state variables

Now, we introduce some axioms as DC formulas to ex-
press the properties of state variables and their relationships.
From now on in this paper, we assume that the operator
chop_ binds more tightly than the connectives∧ and∨ to
avoid the heavy use of brackets.

At any time the value of a data object is given by one and
only one transaction:

ddwri(x)ee ⇒
∧

i 6=j

dd¬wrj(x)ee (1)

dd
∨

0≤i≤n

wri(x)ee (2)

As mentioned earlier, for all natural numbersi (i ≤ n)
and for all data objectsx the statevwi(x), cmi andabi can
change at most once, and statescmi andabi are mutually
exclusive:

ddvwi(x)ee_true⇒ ddvwi(x)ee (3)

ddcmiee_true⇒ ddcmiee (4)

ddabiee_true⇒ ddabiee (5)

ddcmiee ⇒ dd¬abiee (6)

From the assumption of atomic commitment it follows
that if a transaction has written something into the database
then it should commit at the end (of the interval expressing
the whole execution of transaction system):

E ⇒ (3ddwri(x)ee ⇒ true_ddcmiee) (7)

Let ENV be the set of the formulas(1), . . . , (7). ENV ex-
press the axioms for the state variables introduced so far.

4.2 Serializability

As said in Section 2, in this paper we only consider the
conflict serializability which we also call serializability for
simplicity. Now we give a characterisation of the serializ-
ability in our state model of the databases. As it has been
mentioned in Section 2, the serializability says that the re-
lation ‘before’ between transactions defined by the order of

the conflict operations of the execution is a partial ordering
on the set of transactions. This idea is formalised as follows.

The order between conflict operations on data objectx is
defined as follows.

WRij(x) =̂ 3

(ddwri(x)ee∧
dd¬vwj(x)ee

)
_true_ddvwj(x)ee

RWij(x) =̂ 3

(ddvwi(x)ee∧
dd¬wrj(x)ee

)
_true_ddwrj(x)ee

WWij(x) =̂ 3ddwri(x)ee_true_ddwrj(x)ee

So,WRij(x) holds for an interval iff the value ofx writ-
ten by transactionTi still valid for some time in the interval
and transactionTj performs a read onx after that, and sim-
ilarly for the others.

Let RWij , WRij andWWij denote the order on the trans-
actions which will not abort, defined by the conflict opera-
tions,

RWij =̂
∨

x∈O RWij(x) ∧ TCij

WRij =̂
∨

x∈O WRij(x) ∧ TCij

WWij =̂
∨

x∈O WWij(x) ∧ TCij

where

TCij =̂ true_ddcmi ∧ cmjee
Then the relation ‘before’ defined by the conflict opera-

tions for the execution of the transaction system in an inter-
val is the transitive closure of the relationsRWij , WRij and
WWij . The following DC formulaCn

ij captures the relation
‘before’: for anyi, j, k, i 6= j 6= k let

C1
ij =̂ RWij ∨WRij ∨WWij

C2
ij =̂ C1

ij ∨ (C1
ik ∧ C1

kj)
. . .
Cn

ij =̂ Cn−1
ij ∨ (Cn−1

ik ∧ Cn−1
kj )

Each individual concurrent execution of the transaction sys-
tem corresponds to exactly an interpretation of state vari-
ables. An individual execution is serializable iff it satisfies
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that the relation ‘before’ in the interval expressing the whole
execution (expressed byE) has no cycle.
Serializability Criterion A concurrent execution of the set
of transactionsT is serializable iff it satisfies the following
DC formulaSERIALfor any interval

SERIAL =̂ E ⇒ ∧
i,j≤n,i 6=j ¬(Cn

ij ∧ Cn
ji)

4.3 A Case Study: Two-phase Locking Concur-
rency Control Protocol

In this section, we show the use of our model by giving
a formal specification of 2PL-CCP and a formal proof of its
correctness.

Recall that in 2PL-CCP, each data objectx has a read-
lock and a write-lock. A transaction can perform a read on
x iff it has a read-lock onx, and a transaction can write tox
iff it has a write-lock onx. read-locks can be shared by the
transactions, but write-locks cannot. Besides, the read-lock
and the write-lock onx are conflicting. This means that if a
transaction holds a write-lock onx then another transaction
cannot have a read-lock onx and vice-versa.

In order to formalise the protocol, for eachi ≤ n, x ∈ O
we introduce the state variablesrl i(x) andwli(x) to express
that the read-lock or the write-lock onx is held by the trans-
actionTi or not at a time.

rl i, wli ∈ O → Time→ {0, 1}
rl i(x)(t) = 1 iff transactionTi holds the read-lock onx

at timet
wli(x)(t) = 1 iff transactionTi holds the write-lock

onx at timet

Transaction executions consist of two phases. In the first
phase data object locks are acquired, while in the second
phase the data object locks are released and new locks can
not be acquired. So, for each transactionTi we introduce a
state variablephi to express which phase the transactionTi

is in at a time.

phi ∈ Time→ {0, 1}
phi(t) = 1 iff transactionTi is in the obtaining phase

Then, the 2PL-CCP is formalised by the following DC
formulas.

The conflicting locks cannot be shared by the transac-
tions. Therefore, for anyi, j ≤ n, i 6= j, x ∈ O

ddrl i(x)ee ⇒ dd¬wlj(x)ee (8)

ddwli(x)ee ⇒ dd¬rl j(x)ee ∧ dd¬wlj(x)ee (9)

Obtaining phase always precedes the releasing phase for
any transactionTi during of its execution (expressed byE).

E ⇒ ddphiee_dd¬phiee (10)

A transaction can be in the obtaining phase only if it has
not committed or aborted.

ddphiee ⇒ dd¬cmiee ∧ dd¬abiee (11)

A transaction can obtain locks only in its obtaining
phase. Therefore

dd¬rl i(x)ee_ddrl i(x)ee ⇒ dd¬rl i(x)ee_ddphiee_true (12)

dd¬wli(x)ee_ddwli(x)ee ⇒ dd¬wli(x)ee_ddphiee_true (13)

A transaction can release a lock on a data object only in
the second phase.

ddrl i(x)ee_dd¬rl i(x)ee ⇒ ddrl i(x)ee_dd¬phiee_true (14)

ddwli(x)ee_dd¬wli(x)ee ⇒ ddwli(x)ee_dd¬phiee_true (15)

A transaction can read or write on a data object only if it
holds the corresponding lock on the data object at the time:

dd¬vwi(x)ee_ddvwi(x)ee ⇒ 3ddrl i(x)ee (16)

dd¬wri(x)ee_ddwri(x)ee ⇒ 3ddwli(x)ee (17)

Let 2PLC be the set of the DC formulas(8), . . . , (17)
and

TWOPHASÊ=
∧

ϕ∈2PLC2ϕ .

Theorem 1. (Correctness) With the assumption ENV the
2PL-CCP is correct, i.e. SERIAL is provable from ENV and
2PLC:

ENV, 2PLC` SERIAL

From the deduction theorem [3] of DC it follows from
Theorem 1 thatTWOPHASE⇒ SERIALunderENV, i.e.
all executions of the transaction system produced by 2PL-
CCP are serializable.

In order to prove the Theorem 1 we need the following
lemmas.

Lemma 1. For anym, i, j ≤ n, i 6= j

ENV, 2PLC ` E ∧ Cm
ij ⇒ 3dd¬phiee_ddphjee

Lemma 2. For anyi, j ≤ n, i 6= j

2PLC ` E ∧3dd¬phiee_ddphjee ⇒ ¬3dd¬phjee_ddphiee
Due to space limit the proof of the lemmas is omitted

here.
Theorem 1 now is proved as follows.

For anyi, j ≤ n, i 6= j

E ∧ Cn
ij ∧ Cn

ji ⇒
⇒ E ∧3dd¬phiee_ddphjee ∧3dd¬phjee_ddphiee L1, PL

⇒ false L2, PL
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4.4 DC Model for Real-Time Database Systems

In real-time database systems, in addition to the conven-
tional transaction correctness and the logical data consis-
tency criterion, transactions have to meet their deadlines,
and the data have to be temporally consistent. In this sec-
tion we give a formal description for RTDBs and a correct-
ness criterion for the execution of transactions in DC. Be-
fore doing so, we need to explain more about data objects
and transactions.

In RTDBSs the data objects are divided into groups:

Temporal objects a state of temporal objects may become
invalid with the passage of time. Associated with a
value of a temporal object is a temporal validity in-
terval. Base temporal objects are those that reflect spe-
cific entities in the environment. For simplicity we will
consider only base objects in this paper.

Non-temporal objects A non-temporal object is those ob-
jects whose state doesn’t become invalid with the pas-
sage of time.

All transactions, depending on what kind of data objects
they can update, are divided into two groups in our model:

Sensor transactionsThese are transactions which only
update base objects. The set of sensor transactions is
denoted byST .

User transactions These are user level transactions with
deadlines. They can never update temporal objects.
The set of user transactions is denoted byT .

Our model of RTDBS is an extension of the model de-
scribed in Section 4.1. In addition to setO of data objects
we introduce setT O of temporal data objects (denoted by
X, Y, Z, etc.). Actually, at each moment of time a tempo-
ral data object is represented by several versions which are
valid for some time interval. We assume that the system is
observed on a finite interval. Hence there is only a finite
number of versions of a temporal data objectX (denote this
number asM ). Note that at the same moment of time there
may be several versions of same temporal object in database
that are valid. The old (not fresh) versions of temporal ob-
ject are deleted according to the specific politics applied in
the DB.

The state variables to capture the behaviour of temporal
data objects are as follows.

Let X be a temporal data object. For each non-negative
integerq ≤ M there is a non-temporal data object(X, q)
and a state variablevrq(X) to reflect theq’th version for the
value ofX. vrq(X) holds at timet iff q’th version of data

objectX has been created (before timet) and still valid at
time t.

vrq ∈ T O → Time→ {0, 1}
vrq(X)(t) = 1 iff t is in the valid interval of the

q’th version ofX

There is a positive lower boundδ′ for the valid interval
(depending on the sampling periods), and each version may
have only a single interval of validity. Therefore,

dd¬vrq(X)ee_ddvrq(X)ee_dd¬vrq(X)ee ⇒ ` ≥ δ′ (18)

ddvrq(X)ee_true ⇒
ddvrq(X)ee ∨ ddvrq(X)ee_dd¬vrq(X)ee (19)

Data read by transactions must be not only fresh, but also
temporally correlated. This leads to the notion of relative
consistency.

The relative consistency says that data objects from some
data set should be temporally correlated. Any setR of ver-
sions of temporal data objects, i.e.R is a set of(X, q),
is associated with the length of itsrelative validity interval
denoted byrvi(R). The setR of data read by a transac-
tion must be relative consistent, which means that the time
distance between their creation is not more thanrvi(R).

The relative consistency of a setR of versions is now ex-
pressed by the following DC formulaRCONS(R), meaning
thatR is relatively consistent iff DC formulaRCONS(R) is
true for all intervals.

RCONS(R) =̂
∧

(X,q),(Y,r)∈R

2

(ddvrq(X) ∧ ¬vrr(Y )ee_ddvrr(Y )ee
⇒ (` ≤ rvi(R))_ddvrr(Y )ee

) (20)

The example of relatively consistent set (of two data ob-
jects) is shown in the Figure 3.

From the property of the sensor transactions, we can
identify them with the temporal objects that they write to.

Every user transactionTi is associated with a deadline
di.

In our model, in each execution each transactionTi ∈
T is associated with a setRi of versions of temporal data
objects which are read by it. Therefore, a transaction in a
real-time database can commit iff

1. it is logically consistent

2. it meets its deadline, and

3. it reads temporally consistent sets of data, and the data
it reads are still valid when it commits.

In order to express this as a DC formula we introduce for
each transactionTi a state variableari with the following
meaning:

ari ∈ Time→ {0, 1}
ari(t) = 1 iff at time t transactionTi is in the system

and has not been committed or aborted
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Figure 3. Relative consistency

So, transactionTi can be committed only if it meets its
deadline and reads a valid version of data objects at the
time. Therefore, the following DC formulaCMi is satis-
fied: where

CMi =̂ dd¬ariee_ddariee_ddcmiee ⇒ RCONS(Ri) ∧ ARi

ARi =̂

2

(
ddariee ⇒

(
` ≤ di ∧∧

(X,q)∈Ri
ddvwi(X, q)ee ⇒ ddvrq(X)ee

))

Let CM =̂
∧

i≤n CMi

Current research (see, e.g. [12]) shows that it is not nec-
essary for the concurrency control protocols to deal with
sensor transactions. So, the concurrency control is needed
only for user transactions (from setT ). Now we are ready to
give formal description of correctness criterion of execution
of transactions in RTDBS as conjunction of the correctness
criterion for the untimed case (presented in Section 4.2 by
formula SERIAL) and the time constraints for the transac-
tions and their read data (expressed by formulaCM).
Correctness Criterion of execution of transactions in
RTDBS An execution of setT of transactions is correct iff
for any interval it satisfies formulas SERIAL∧ CM.

5 Conclusion

In this work we have presented a formal description of
real-time database systems and the correctness criterion for
the executions of a transaction system. We have specified
and verified formally the two phase locking concurrency
control protocol using the proof system of DC. The proof
can be checked easily by a DC proof-checker. With our
correctness criterion, we can decide the feasibility of a real-
time transaction system, which is the satisfiability of the DC
formula for the correctness criterion with the given parame-
ters for the transaction deadline and the validity of the tem-
poral data, using the model-checking tool of DC.

We find that formalisation of RTDBSs using DC is quite
natural and intuitive. Especially, in RTDBS we have to deal
with the schedulers (have not been covered in this paper)
in which the concept duration must be used for specifying
the preemption of the processors, the use of DC could be
inevitable.
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